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What a weird question…...hehe….just kidding. :)
It is, basically put, programmed by a web site designer/developer.
A WEB Site is simply a “program”, with reference to a computer, that is designed to show a specific “story” to the visitor (you).
It is made up of many types of files used together to make the WEB Site to be served up properly
by the server.
The files consist of “code” (the software written) required to do the job it was programmed to do at
that point.
There are different things the files are programmed to do….images, text, forms, videos, etc. Each
item uses a different “code” (software program) to accomplish its task.
Images are displayed by one type of code, text is displayed by another, and so on. But when it
comes to forms that you can fill out on the WEB Site, that’s a whole different animal…...yes, it has
7 legs and 14 arms….. :)
As in all WEB Site pages, the form has behind-the-scenes code that no visitor ever sees, or really
cares about for that matter. Well, maybe you do, but that’s okay. We understand.
Not only is there code written to make the form work properly, there is also support code….such as
security code, database access code, etc. So you can see that there is a whole lot more to what you
see or use on a WEB Site.
Think of a WEB Site as the result of a “team” working together to achieve the final goal. Each team
member does his/her own work to bring the WEB Site to fruition.
So, here’s the deal…..on a “molecular” level, a WEB Site is made up of different types of code to
tell the story the owner wants to tell, and to allow interaction between you and the site. This code is
divided into many different files. Thus the group of files can be thought of as a “program”.
This is an overall, simple explanation, since the server contains and uses much more software in
order to serve up a WEB Site. But I don’t feel like explaining that to you…..I haven’t had enough
ice tea.
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